Welcome to the 7th annual LGBTIQ & Ally Celebration Gala

Colors in a rainbow!!!

Welcome Back BB"Q"
Start the new school year by re/connecting after the summer, and hearing about resources and upcoming events.
20 September 2011

Sweet Treat Meet-n-Greet
CME LGBTIQA Programs’ open house and social, featuring cupcakes from The Shoppe on Colfax
14 September 2011
2011 Summer Socials

**Frosting the Pastry**
(sounds dirty but it isn't) cake decorating workshop
8 August

**Dixie’s Tupperware Party**
performance
21 August
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2011 Summer Socials

*We were Faire-ees!*
Colorado Renaissance Faire trip
24 July

2012 LGBTIQA Gala
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pH of water

HomeComing OUT Reception
22 October 2011

I'll be a beautiful butterfly.
2012 LGBTIQA Gala Celebrate

Fall Study Break (mini-pumpkin decorating)
14 November 2011

2012 LGBTIQA Gala Appreciate
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Office of Alumni Relations
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the number of digits in an American telephone number

CAN I HAVE YOUR NUMBER?
DU OutLaws

Welcome to the...

7th annual
LGBTIQ & Ally Celebration Gala

SPEAKER WEEK: APRIL 9-12
Non-traditional Issues in Traditional Practices
Lunch Provided: 12:00-1:00 in Room 125

April 9th: Immigration Law
Catherine Davies of Bull and Davies P.C.

April 10th: Elder Law & Estate Planning
Professor Byron K. Hammond

April 11th: International & Family Law
Wendy Clay Alfredson

April 12th: Non-traditional Family Law
& Assisted Reproductive Technology
Kim Willoughby of Willoughby & Eckleberry

For additional information, scan this code:

Study Abroad & Out?
information session
15 February 2012

Why was 6 afraid of 7?
2012 LGBTIQA Gala

HATERS GONNA HATE

Celebrate

STATEWIDE QUEER YOUTH PROJECT FOR YOUTH-BY YOUTH

4th annual Colorado Queer Youth Summit
31 March 2012
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Two Men Talking
Storytelling workshop and public performance
18-19 January 2012

2012 LGBTIQA Gala

I boop ur noes. *Boop*

www.du.edu/cme/programs-services/lgbtiqa/gala.html
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Keepin’ On... additional Trainings in April and May
(see webcalendar for details)
National Day of Silence
19 April 2012
watch for DU observance details

4th annual Colorado Queer Seder
10 April 2012
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7 books in the Harry Potter series

NOT SURE IF LIKING A SAD FACEBOOK STATUS SHOWS SUPPORT
OR IF IT MEANS I LIKE THEIR SADNESS

Possible Consequences of Gays Getting Married

[Graph showing possible consequences with categories like Pig, Fly, Stock Market Crashes, Lady Gaga becomes president, Gays Getting Married]
Graduating? (or know someone who is?)

CME provides free rainbow tassels for LGBTIQ & Ally graduates each commencement.

Request yours, or gift a friend: www.du.edu/cme/lgbtiqa
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June 16-17th, 2012
at Civic Center Park
volunteer/stop by the DU booth
denverpridefest.org
Continents...
...but an infinite number of continent formations

Things Rick Astley Will NEVER Do
- Give you up
- Let you down
- Run around
- Desert you
- Make you cry
- Say goodbye
- Tell a lie
- Hurt you
- All of the above
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